Accuracy strengthens transaction practice with the appointment of Bas
Dantuma as senior manager
Amsterdam, 3 July 2017

Accuracy, the financial advisory firm, has appointed M&A specialist Bas Dantuma (36) as a senior manager within its transactions
practice.
Dantuma joins from EY, where he advised multiple private equity investors and multinational companies for more than 10 years,
mainly in the Consumer Markets, Retail and Technology & Media sectors.
Leontine Koens-Betz, Accuracy’s Managing Partner for the Netherlands, said: “We have strong growth ambitions for the Netherlands
and Bas’s appointment will allow us to develop our transactions practice. Bas thinks and acts like an entrepreneur, helps achieve good
outcomes for acquisitions through his pragmatic approach, and has extensive experience in integrating new business units into an
existing company. The addition of Bas takes our team in the Netherlands to almost 25 professionals.”
Prior to EY, Dantuma worked in Paris as a business analyst for Primagaz (subsidiary of SHV), which he joined immediately after
completing his Masters in Corporate Finance & Business Administration at the RijksUniversiteit Groningen.
Dantuma: “Accuracy is highly regarded by Dutch transactions advisory practitioners and the entrepreneurial spirit of Accuracy advisors
makes joining the firm a perfect fit with my own ambitions and expertise. I look forward to helping Accuracy grow its business in the
coming years.”
About Accuracy
Accuracy is the sole, truly independent European actor in the field of financial advisory services to business leaders and their
shareholders, wholly owned by its partners. Accuracy is present in ten countries in Europe, North America and Asia, and delivers its
services worldwide. Accuracy is comprised today of 320 consultants across all of its offices, in which 39 are partners. Its offices are
located in Paris, Madrid, Amsterdam, Milan, Frankfurt, Brussels, London, Munich, Quebec, Montreal, New Delhi, Singapore and
Barcelona.
We boast a full range of skills in the economic, financial and accounting fields, and combine these skills to reach a single goal: to give
sense to figures by analysing them, questioning them, verifying their reliability and providing recommendations to facilitate effective
decision-making.
Accuracy combines extensive know-how in areas such as audit techniques, valuations, financial modelling, financial forecasting and
market analyses. This aids our clients in dealing with a wide-range of situations including acquisitions, disposals, companies in
difficulty, restructuring, litigation and disputes.
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